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The Mechanism of Administration and 

Human Relations

by Yoshimatsu Aonuma

Manageinent, separated from the worker, consists of administrator 

and supervisor. The administrator, by planning and organizing' the 

work, retains his initiative in management. The supervisor is passive 

ag'ent in management, who only acts according1 to the frame of refer

ence set up by the administrator. The division of management into 

such two agents is the pattern of management, of which we can find 

many current examples. We can characterize this type of organiza

tion structure by calling1 it centralization.

In contrast to this, in the organization structure characterized by 

decentralization, a simple supervisor, an passive agent without any 

initiative, has no room for his existence. Every stratum of management 

is qualified to be called administrator. This type of decentralization 

may be the ideal way for manageinent, but we can hardly find any 

example of it in the contemporary "bigv business.

The theme of this article is to discuss human problems, developed 

under e^ch of those two organization structures, centralization and de

centralization, in relation with administrative mechanism,,* ■ ■
From the view of human relations, the decentralization is more

desirable, fa rth er more, the formation of the whole from many auto- 

nomous units seems to coincide with the democratic concept well. 

However, the following' must be considered. In moderii society, the 

fusion of management and the worker is rather difficult. Self control 

that loads to the decentralization, runs counter to the trend of the 

division into planningr and doing.

The Outset of the Theory of Legal Minimum 

Wage m the History of Political Economy

、 by Toshio Kurokawa

The minimum of wages was discussed early in the history of Politi

cal Economy, while a legal minimum wag*e was not taken as a subject 

untill John Stuart Mill appeared.
Both Adam Smith and David Ricardo treated of legal interference 

with wage contract; Smith said that the legal interference was just 

and equitable when it was in favour of the \y6rkinen, but that it  was 

sometimes otherwise wHen in favour of the masters, while Kicardo 

claimed that wages should never be controlled by the interferenco of 

the legislature and should be left to the fair and free competition of 

the market. And he took objection to the Allowance System in the 

Poor Law on the ground of a legal interferencG with wage contract, 

following in the truck of Malthitis.
This Allowance System received a severe check from the new Poor 

Law of 1834, and though Mill said th at it dit not interfer with free- 

dom of contract, he also made an argument against it, which relied 

for its validity on the Malthusian law of population and the Wag'es- 

Fund doctrine. Moreover, he dealt with a legal minimum wag'e which 

had been devised since the repeal of th at Allowance System, and said, 

“ Since the rate of wages which results from competition distributes 

the whole existing* wages-fund among* the whole labouriBg* population, 

if law or opinion succeeds in fixing' wages above this rate, some la- 

bourers are kept out of employmen令,’’

Mill, however, required a forced increase of wages-fund and leg'al 

measures for repression of population as two necessary condilnons to 

support a legal minimum wage. But when lie required such conditions, 

as a matter o士 fact, he disapproved of a legal minimuiri wage. I t  was 

the exponents of the Social Power theory who approved of it.

Vaine pature

. . . . . へ : : . . - ' : : - : - : 、 . : . . . ’，’

by Kunihiro Watanabe

《 Par vaine p atu re》， Marc Bloch entend,《 la pature sur les jacheres 

(terres provisoirement “ vaines ” ou u vides par opposition a celle q.ui 

s'exerce sur les espaces etrang'ers an sol arable . Mais faut-il com- 

prendre par 1各 q.ue chaque exj)loitan1;，a son gre, peut reserver son bien 

h ses beteg ? L纹 vaine pature, tout m  cojxtrairo, est essentiollement



qlioso collective. O o 《 socialisms》， on plutot cette montalite commu- 
nautaire, etait chose traditionnelle dans rancienne France rurale. Dans 

la mesure oむ les temps m odernes,le XVIII° sifecle particulier, 

s'atfcaqu^rent a cette institution, ils fii'ent oeuvre de revolution, ，

La vaine pature constituent, en France, une pratique ancienne et 

do caractfere nettement oblig'atoire. Dans le Midi, la doctrine juridique, 

penetree de romanisrne, avait beau affecter d’en tenir rorigine pour 

purement eonventionnelle. Dans le Nord, frappant en champs ouverts 

et allonges, c’est la terre arable, an contraire, qui, par excellence, etait 

soumise a cette contrainte, En pays d’enclos，le cli^inp no connait point 

la vaine pature.. La jachere, ici， sert a la nourriture de3 animaux: de 

l’exploitant.

*  Annales d’histoire economique e t sociale, 1936, p. 401.


